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"Working with acrylic, I am enjoying the give and take, the ability
to make changes on canvas. I feel more immersed in the acrylic
medium than I did with the totally planned technique I was using
with watercolor. From a very young age my father instilled in me a
love for nature. Painting the natural world allows me to share my
love of the outdoors and the beauty that I find. The act of painting
reveals such an incredibly intimate view of the exquisite detail in
God’s creations."
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Stephanie Guillen discovered her love for creative
expression through painting as a child. She has
since nurtured that love into a life-long passion.
Today, she is a visual artist who realizes her
creativity mainly through photographic works
which she also processes into mixed media
collages on canvas. Her images are complex and
characterized by a subtle eeriness and dreaminess.
Some of her work has been shown in galleries, art
festivals, and local events in and around Jersey
City, the greater New York area and throughout
the US, London/UK, and Zurich/Switzerland. She
has been featured in the Artist Portfolio Magazine
as well as in the Photographer's Forum's book Best
of Photography 2013 and 2015.
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You are a very gifted photographer and
your work as you’ve stated, possesses “a
subtle eeriness and dreaminess.” How
do you achieve such quality in your
work? Any tips or secrets?

Also, when processing my photographic works
into mixed media collages, a small part of
painting remains as I give the collages a
finishing touch with painted elements of acrylic
paint.

Shooting a photograph takes time. Time which
is essential to get familiar and acquainted with
the subject matter, to figure out the relation to
its surrounding and all the possibilities to take
a photograph of what I see, and to finally find
the perfect angle and frame.

You’ve had a lot of success in the past and
your work has been featured in galleries,
local events and art festivals worldwide.
What advice do you have for new artists
emerging into this industry?

To me, one of the most important parts is light.
Light helps to set the mood and the
atmosphere to achieve my style of
photography. Up until now, I’ve never used a
flash or additional lights.

From an artistic standpoint, I believe what's
most important is being authentic and not
compromising when it comes to your work. Do
not compare yourself or your work to others.
Keep on working, moving forward and nurturing
inspiration; curiosity is essential. Stagnation
brings death to everything.

What inspired you to become a
photographer? How did you get started?
In 2007, I moved from Switzerland to Jersey
City, NJ, United States. Coming from a very
small country surrounded by mountains, the
size, liveliness, pulse, and variety of the New
York area and its surrounding was a revelation
for me. That significant change of scenery and
of my life in general at this time, triggered and
nurtured my inspiration. So I bought my first
digital camera and let curiosity and intuition
lead the way.

You mentioned that as a child you
nurtured
your
creativity
through
painting. Do you still paint now?
Yes, I still paint but much less. Also, I keep it
personal now and do not exhibit my paintings
any more. I paint mostly in a surreal style,
using gouache and acrylic paint on canvas. I
still love to paint and believe that painting
keeps my eyes, my sense for colors and
compositions
sharp
from which
my
photographic work benefits.
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My experience from a practical standpoint is that
the "less fun work" outside the studio to do PR,

social media, and the business side should
not be underestimated. Keeping the CV,
bio, artist's statement and project
description updated is as important as
checking open calls thoroughly on a regular
basis and doing research about the
galleries you would like to submit.

If the world was coming to an end and
you were only allowed to take one last
photo, what would you capture and
why?
What a great question! I would probably
simply capture what I see in front of me, no
matter how ordinary or boring the outcome
of the photo. Because it would reflect the
exact moment when the world comes to an
end without whitewashing or sugar coating.
When the world comes to an end, nothing
else matters any more, except that last
moment!
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“I try to follow a line in my inner world.
The colors are essential for the process
of identification with the forms in space;
they in most cases, give the energy and
the sense of it all. The computer helps
and acts as glue to emotions in a vision
that is three-dimensional in my mind
but it might not be in the beholder."
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Your art work is very creative and unique.
What inspires your creativity and how were
you introduced to digital artistry?
My creativity comes from a natural inclination
which is part of my personality: the ability to
translate impressions, moods in pictures, colors and
subjects. All that is part of my life can become a
source of inspiration.
Since childhood I expressed myself through
freehand drawing, creating ironic and fantastic
cartoons. Later, I approached a self-taught digital
art seeking new means of communication,
experiencing the design to the computer with the
use of graphic pen.

You mentioned that colours are essential, is
there meaning behind the colours that you
choose to use in your artwork?
Almost always, the colors reflect my state of mind
and are a tool of expression like that of the pattern.
Will be trivial but I think it is more difficult to
communicate through the black and white, given
that gray is already too present in our cities.

In your opinion, what advantages does digital
art have over the traditional forms of art?
This form of communication allows you to combine
different ideas and solutions that do not follow the
same linear path. This is impossible with traditional
forms of art. Also creating an oil painting or a
watercolor is more difficult to modify. For example,
an idea in the middle of the implementation phase.

What do you like to create the most and why?
Nature is for me a source of inspiration, but lately
I'm realizing that I prefer to orient towards
abstractionism. Alternatively, I prefer real subjects
but inanimate.

What are your short and long term artistic
goals?
I don't have clear objectives. It remains a hobby, a
form of personal pleasure.
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I consider my creations honest work and the result of
spontaneous love for something that I feel hopelessly attracted
but cannot well define.

Is there anything else that you’d like to share with our
audience?
I'd like to create a site in addition to the link that already exists.
However, I need comments and encouragement; that will
convince me to create it.
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The Debate Corner

Should Cell Phones,
Devices be Allowed
Yes or No? What
“Cell phones, cameras and electronic devices never hurt anyone!”
Everyone in the world might just be music
fans, only different varieties. Christmas only
comes once in a year but for music fans
when there is a music concert that could just
be another white merry Christmas; a moment
they wish to savor just as they would the 25th
day of December, come any year.
The relationship between fans and their
favorite music artistes might just be one of
the strongest there is; a die-hard fan would
stop at nothing to get in touch with their hero
musicians and thank God for music concerts,
the number of fan-stalkers would probably be
off the roof by now.
As a fan myself, I can tell that attending well
executed concerts are top of a fan’s dream;
not just any performance like the tours, a
well-planned out concert. Music concerts are
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top of fans’ dreams because it seems like the only
place besides the studio where the artist delivers
a near-flawless performance with true passion
and emotions shining through.
There is a trend doing the rounds now, banning
cellphones, cameras and other electronic devices
during music concerts. This trend needs to be
stopped in its tracks, becomes it comes across as
unfair for many reasons. First is that the viewers
who are mostly fans go through a lot of stress to
be at the concerts; buying overly priced tickets,
giving up on personal activities to show love and
support to the artist, for all of these if I were an
artist the least I could do is let my fans be
comfortable in the theatre because I would realize
being present at the theatre is more than just
about them coming to catch fun but also to show
me love and support.

Cameras & Electronic
@ Music Concerts?
Do You Think?
Cell phones, cameras and other electronic
devices have become part of everyone’s
everyday life; people carry their businesses
around in mobile devices, some others carry
their relationships there. It will be totally unfair
to deny fans of that luxury for all their undying
love and support just because of the minor risk
of not totally making business out of a music
concert. Sometimes though, artists may ban
use of cell phones, cameras and other
electronic devices for security reasons; these
days weapons come in different shapes, forms
and sizes. However, this does mean that a
bunch of innocent fans are accused of
prospective dangerous acts when all they want
is to see their favorite artist deliver a
scintillating performance on stage.

concerts are just part of the small things that add
color to music concerts, why take away that color?

As a fan, all we ask for in return is a little
reciprocal of the love we show every time we
listen to an artist, download a song, and get
into arguments just to defend a person (an
artist) we don’t know too well. Cell phones,
cameras and other electronic devices at
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Art: Beverly Marshall

“The theatre is no place to display cell phones, cameras and other
electronic devices.”
Music concerts may just be the only things
since the classics that still present a good
chance to see genuine passion for one’s
vocation couple with the undying passion of
music fans worldwide. When it comes to
music concerts, artists prepare intensely to
deliver touching performances to their fans;
mostly as way to give back and say thank you
for their undying support. So when certain
artists think to prohibit the use of cell phones,
cameras and other devices it is in the best
interest of all parties involved; at music
concerts, artists pour out their hearts to the
audience and when one’s heart is pumping
to the beat of passion and emotions, it is easy
to suffer a little heart break when they steal a
glimpse at the audience and see fans
distracted by their phones, or more focused
about capturing the moment rather than
savoring the moment.
There are other reasons why putting away
phones, cameras and other electronic
devices can be understandable. Safety first!
This is one thing everybody agrees upon. For
all the beauty and gracefulness a music
concert might hold, it does not match up to
the necessity of putting safety first;
destructive weapons are known to exist in
many forms and shapes and where there is
a policy to keep cell phones, cameras and
other electronic devices from the theatres, it
makes it easier for the security personnel to
keep everyone safe as they enjoy the
magical interaction between artists and fans
during music concerts.
Then there is the issue of social etiquettes; it
may not be highlighted in a scroll that
obstructing one’s view can be rude in some
sense, but it is. The presence of cell phones,

cameras and other electronic devices means that
the activities going on in the theatre can double
around the regular degree. In the process of trying
to record certain events, the theatre becomes
rowdy and this is totally unfair to fans and viewers
who only want to witness the concert without a lot
of devices and individuals assuming different
postures that obstruct their view to the stage or
distract their attentions from the stage too.
Surely, the best way to enjoy concerts is in a
serene environment, where you can soak up the
performance and let it impart you with every detail
of its essence. So if an artist will feel more
comfortable at his concert without the presence of
cell phones, cameras and other electronic
devices, then the decision should be respected
anyhow.
So instead of fighting this new trend, let us rather
cooperate with it because it is not a bad law at all
and in the long run we will come to realize how
much better it is to tuck away cell phones,
cameras and electronic devices during music
concerts. After all, why would you or I want to be
distracted from the thrilling experiences that come
with concerts?

Authored by: Fidel Webber
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________________________________________________________

In the beginning I thought I would lead a life in theater.
Later I realized that this love helped fuel my life as an
artist, craftsperson and designer. What I loved most about
theater was the opportunity to get inside so many
different kinds of characters. My interest was acting and
costume, learning how different people felt, thought and
dressed. The desire to find the most authentic self within
each character. A sincerity that would resonate and bind
everyone to the play.
This bred my desire for true connection. The more
connected I felt the more hopeful the world seemed. In all
the mediums that I have worked in for the last 30 years;
textiles, glass and jewellery, jewellery has been my most
fulfilling. It is the intimate connection between the maker
and buyer that constantly fuels me. Connecting with
perfect strangers in a personal way is life affirming.
Page 19
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Jewellery is worn against your skin, it helps to
mark a special occasion, animates our moods, and
inspires our everyday. It helps us project whom
we are and who we want to become.
Wire is the medium that I use like a pencil,
drawing out lines and creating new realms of
space and structure. Using beads and other
objects to help narrate each piece. I work
intuitively and methodically. Slowly and surely, I
turn and twist the wire using simple pliers and my
bare hands. I add each item as I see fit. Some
pieces can take hours, days, and weeks. Others
are quick and precise. Drawing inspiration from
many and all things but mostly people; my
instincts are keen and sensitive. My work practice
is solo and the space quiet, calm and bright.
I make many different kinds of work. Custom and
original work, designing pieces to suit its buyer or
creating one-off, stand-alone pieces that take
their time finding their rightful owner. Some of
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this work is very intricate and dense, other work
is broad and abstract.

The newer work that I have embarked on has been
initiated from more of a design sense: the desire to
create work that is for everyday living and could be
worn by any gender and any age. I wanted this line of
work to be modern, contemporary, affordable and
most importantly, to be reproducible.
After many years of making only original pieces, I was
yearning to create a production line of jewellery. I am
interested in connecting to as many people as these
hands will take me. Each of these production pieces
are made by me and are still inherently unique, but
the design is replicated.
I still show both kinds of work when I am at shows and
each line communicates and achieves different
things. When I sell a piece of jewellery I am selling you
a little piece of me. That exchange is magical.

Light is such an integral part of my constructs. From the multihued layers of plexiglass and electrified edges, to the colourful
shadows at play, all imbue the work with a sense of optimism
and an expansive eye toward the future. Chasing after that
light is what drives me and inspires my practice.
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Chad Enslen (1992, Coconut Creek, Florida, United States) is an artist who mainly
works with painting. By exploring the concept of landscape in a nostalgic way,
Enslen focuses on the idea of ‘public space’ and more specifically on spaces where
anyone can do anything at any given moment.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Your paintings are very eye catching
and amazing. Where does your
inspiration come from and when did
you become interested in art?
My grandmother started my interest in
elementary school. She was a watercolour
painter and now an avid quilter. She taught
me many of the skills that make me a great
painter today. My inspiration comes from
looking around instead of looking forward and
noticing new things on my daily rounds.

Is watercolour painting your favourite
medium of choice? If so, why?
Watercolour is defiantly my favourite. There is never a
dull moment painting with watercolour, there is always
accidents but it all comes together to make unique
work every time.

Why is it important for you to explore the
concept of landscape in a nostalgic
manner?
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People lose sight of the beauty around them, my
paintings of local landmarks, skylines, and parks
aim to rekindle their past love for their city. If I can
make someone slow down and notice something
new or old on their commute or wherever they might
be, I have fulfilled my purpose.

There is a hidden gem in the South-eastern
Ireland called Wexford County. Wexford Town
is beautiful from every angle, there is Johnstown
Castle and Grounds and Hook Lighthouse.
World class performing arts at the National
Opera House, amazing music, and a thriving art
scene. This area is generating a lot of culture.

Your artwork focuses on landscapes and
public spaces. Do you have a favourite
place of interest?

What do you aspire to accomplish
with your art?
I would love it if my work inspires other artists.

60
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Christopher Morton was born in Owen Sound, Ontario. He is a
landscape artist who, from his earliest years possessed an intense
interest in the natural world around him. Chris uses a variety of mediums including
acrylic, oil, oil on canvas, oil on masonite, and oil on panel to manifest his love of the
Canadian landscape. Chris has always been inspired by the beauty of Algonquin Park
and has become a regular feature artist at the Buckhorn Fine Art Festival.
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__________________________________________________________
Chris has always been inspired by the beauty of Algonquin Park and has camped there every
summer since he was ten years old. In 1985 Morton entered his first art competition, The Chrysler
Search for Canadian Wildlife Artists taking first prize. He was chosen by the Ontario Federation of
Anglers and Hunters as their "Conservation Artist of the Year- 2003." His work was also reproduced
on calendars and limited edition prints. Later that same year, The Canadian National Sport fishing
Foundation commissioned Chris to produce an image entitled "Memory Lane" to promote fishing
as a part of our Canadian heritage.
Your artistic talent is exquisite and your art
pieces are such beautiful depictions of nature.
What is your artistic background and what
inspired you to become an artist?
I've always been fascinated by the natural world
and since my earliest years, I would venture out into the
forest to study its ways. The changing of the seasons,
the diversity of plant life, the ever changing light
effects and the abundance of nature would become my
obsession. Painting and drawing was the best way I
knew how to communicate what I was learning to the
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world. At the age of thirteen I had the privilege and
honour of meeting my artist idol, renowned and
master painter, George McLean. The experience
was life-changing and would solidify my decision
to paint full-time. I would take George's advice to
heart and immediately set out to become the best
painter I could be.
Over the years, painting from life (plein-air), daily
field-work and studying the works of the world's
master painters would consume me.
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You were a resident artist at Algonquin Park
Visitor Centre in 2003. Briefly tell us about
your experience there and what you
remember the most.
In 2003, I became the resident artist at the
Algonquin Park Visitor Centre. My art was very
well received and I chose to stay for an entire
month there to meet the people and to share my
stories with them. I biked to and from the show
daily, approximately 20 kilometres each way. It
also gave me the opportunity to paint in one of
my favourite locations.

Chris Morton & George McLean- Thomson Art Gallery’s
presentation - Tom and Rob’s Excellent Adventure II in 2015

Why did you choose to specialize in landscape
art?
I have always been inspired by the beauty of
Algonquin Park and I remember my family took
Spring fishing trips there ever since I was ten years
old. I paint landscapes because I love to paint ‘on
site’ where I am inspired by the beauty of nature.
Painting on location is, for me, a very crucial
element of painting. Not only is it important to
capture what the eye can see and the camera
cannot, but it forces you to paint quickly. Thus, you
don't have the time to emulate others work. Only
your very own, personal statement will be present!
It is also a great way to focus on your individual
technique and how you apply the paint. Painting on
location is so much more enjoyable than being in
a studio. To see the wildlife, begin to show
themselves and begin to behave naturally as you
paint quietly, has always been a favourite of mine.
When painting in the creeks, the local water
residents such as beaver, muskrat, mink, fox,
herons and other waterfowl will always keep me
company. Not only am I enjoying their presence
but I am also taking pictures and recording mental
notes for future paintings.

You’ve had a lot of success in the art industry
thus far. You received the winning prize at the
Chrysler Search for Canadian Wildlife Artists,
you were selected as the conservation artist
of the year by the Ontario Federation of
Anglers & Hunters and the list goes on.
What do you think attributed to this success
and what advice do you have for other artists
who are striving to be successful?
Firstly, I love what I do. I have a passion for my
art and I am truly dedicated to trying to be the
best I can be. It is a constant learning process.
Success is not a destination; it is a journey. Most
of my recent works are large pieces because the
size of the canvas gives me 'room to play’, to
experiment with how I apply the paint, to fully
express myself, clearly and tell my very own
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story. A lifetime of field work has also allowed me to
fill in what my reference material may not provide.
The key to painting successfully outdoors is to
capture what is before you, quickly, before the light
changes etc.
I use large brushes when I paint. The main reason
for this, is to force myself not to focus on detail. I will
work with large brushes, preferably number 8's and
10's and will only switch to smaller brushes when the
painting is almost complete. I think that beginners
often focus too much on detail.
I typically start my paintings from a very
monochromatic sort of sketch or underpainting, to
build up the placement of things within my painting
and build the design. I will then start building up
colour quickly and with careful attention to chroma,
value, colour temperature and technique. There is
simply not even a moment where I am applying the
paint, aimlessly. Everything, every minute is very
carefully considered as I develop and grow my
painting into a piece of art. It is truly quite a
painstaking process, but an artist soon learns that
this is the inevitable. Great paintings do not just
happen, they are the makings of hard work, study,
discipline and sometimes many months of painting
on a single piece.

What project(s) are you currently working on
and what do you hope the public will gain
from this collection?
I have recently finished painting two of four
local waterfalls. Inglis’ Magic is a 36x48 oil on
board of the famous Inglis Falls in Owen
Sound. Point of Balance is also a 36x48 oil
on board of the Indian Falls out in Balmy
Beach. I have plans to paint the Jones waterfall
in the Pottawatomi Conservation Area and
finally Weavers Creek Falls in Harrison Park.
These four beautiful waterfalls all originate from
the rocky Niagara Escarpment near Owen
Sound, rushing into nearby rivers and streams.
They are all within 10 kilometres of downtown
Owen Sound where I was born and raised.
This project has given me the opportunity of
celebrating the beauty of this area through my
eyes.
Is there anything else that you’d like to
share with our audience?
I will be showing at the Uxbridge Juried Art
Show 2016 from September 20-25.
My next major exhibition will be at the
Leamington Arts Centre in July 2017.
If you’re interested, you can see my work at
www.facebook.com/cdnartist I have prints
available as well as some original works for
sale.
You are also welcome to visit my
website at:
www.chrismortonfineart.blogspot.ca

“To truly learn the art of painting and not drawing
with your paintbrush is a lifelong pursuit. I look
forward to the challenges and pushing myself to
better my last painting. Along my way, I will
continue to paint the Canadian landscape, where
I have been and what I know best.”
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ARTISTS: (Top to Bottom Right) Sydney Perry, Agnnes (Aesook) Bae, Parker Beaudoin

Nerikomi is a technique that uses colored clay to make patterns. Different
colors of clay are put together in a specific manner to make slabs. These slabs
are sliced into small pieces and assembled to form a patterned sheet, which
is placed over a mold of various shapes. The pattern created by this
technique therefore differs from those created by surface-applied glaze or
paints. My work involves the use of unique porcelain clay for its high
translucence.

A Poetic Tribute to
Prince
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Art: Anas Mchich

Doves flew low, heavy with tears as they cried
Saddened that you are no longer here
The world walked in puddles of Purple Rain
formed from the waters of their own pain
No one or Nothing Compares To You
You were unique in everything that you do
We will not mourn you as a loss
but remember all the Diamonds & Pearls
that you left for us
You wanted to be our “lover”
and you were, through your music, your presence
and your voice
We felt your love, like a Kiss to our soul
and you left your mark inside of us,
as the most extraordinary talent in this world

Written by: Monique’Mut Sia’ Jackson

Ever the innovator,
Inspiration to imitators…
The Artist Formerly Living as
Prince.
We watched in awe as he sung sweet combat,
Wielded his music like a martial art,
Breaking boundaries like boards…
He showed us how strong a human being could be.
We never knew how fragile our ideals were
Until we watched him,
Dancing,
With no concern for crushing eggshells,
Singing,
With a voice so passionate, so ablaze that he must’ve been smuggling a bonfire in his belly,
Existing,
Like life was never meant to be an apology…
He paved the way not only for artists
But for visionaries,
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He made it trendy to live boldly and regard the future with a wide-eyed gaze.
When he died,
He was still alive:
His trees continue to grow:
The free spirit that he planted into the consciousness of a nation.
Legends die.
Their ideas don’t.
Legends die.
Their legends live on.
You don’t have to believe in spirits
Or souls
To believe that Prince is immortal.
Death is reserved for those who leave nothing but a body behind.
Prince left us with 3D Glasses:
Now we can see the depth of the world.
We know our existence doesn’t have to be flat.
That we can live joyously as ourselves.
As our true selves

JKDIS
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“Art reminds us of an infinite, interconnected,
morphing, birthing, morbid, aligned and misaligned,
plain and simple, complex in its black and white,
grotesque and euphoric, surreal, real, arresting,
haunting experience called life. I am to make that."

"I’m really proud to be from a really diverse cultural background. I love every single
culture that made me and I find they play a huge role in my understanding of my
reality, especially in an artistic and spiritual sense. It has all brought a magical
realism tone to my approach to art, life and even my sense of humor and speech.
In recent years, I’ve begun to realize how much my art entertains me. I usually just
make and make without really thinking about the how or whys. I have always done
so. I compulsively make and have compulsively made things from as far back as I
(and my family can) remember.”

One of their favourite stories is of some
sleepy night in 1993. My parents decided to
watch the film Imitation of Life (1959).
Assuming their child’s silence for sleep, the
end credits began to roll, and as they
readied
themselves
for
bed,
an
unrestrained and truly dramatic sob came
billowing out of my tiny body. That is the
day we all simultaneously found ourselves
aware of my being obsessed by art. From
then on it was community centre drama
classes, painting, sculpting, free violin,
piano, ballet, illustration classes, designing

(taking everyone’s clothes a part
and putting them ‘back together’)
and eventually filmmaking and so
on. My appetite was insatiable and
my parents, despite not being
affluent, always found a way to
send me here or there.
The human experience is a lonely
one, and so, I love only art that
brings us back together. It’s easy
to get lost in ‘otherness’. As a
woman of colour, as a queer
woman, as a woman with
Asperger’s and Synesthesia, as
an artist, as an immigrant - it is
easy for me to get lost in the
infinite loneliness that is often
forced upon me (us). I aim to make
art to reach out, beyond the walls
and into hearts (spirits, souls,
bedrock). I don’t necessarily want
to bring everyone together, I want
to bring to me those who have
always wanted to come home. I’ve
always wanted to feel safe, as
many have. I’ve always wanted to
go “home.” I have only ever found
home in art - in beautiful moments
created, recreated, birthed or
witnessed. Fleeting. I have only
ever felt at home, at peace, at one
when I am alone or alone with
someone else experiencing some
small beauty - even in tragedy.
Great art can rock us. Great art
reminds us that this is not just a
grind; this is not just wake up, eat,
sleep, cry, sleep. Great art
reminds us of God. And even if
you don’t believe in some version
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of God you’ve read - Great art shows
us there is a God and God is a flower
in bloom, or a great romance. God is
openness, God is a tree waiting to be
slept under, God is a small child who
wants nothing but your love, God is
empathy, presence, compassion, love
for yourself, love for another, love for
the experience of life. God is that
conversation you needed to have and
thought you never could and then
found, like a lucky penny. Art reminds
us of an infinite, interconnected,
morphing, birthing, morbid, aligned
and misaligned, plain and simple,
complex in its black and white,
grotesque and euphoric, surreal, real,
arresting, haunting experience called
life. I am to make that.
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“Life didn't ultimately
lead me into Art Therapy
as a career, but Art was
always there.”

Tara Merkt is a native of Saint Paul, Minnesota. Merkt works
predominately in scratchboard art; a 2-dimensional,
subtractive medium that involves the use of abrasive
tools to directly remove a surface layer of one value
(typically dark) to expose a secondary layer
of a contrasting value (typically white). She is
currently an active member of the
International Society of Scratchboard
Artists. Merkt trained at the University
of Minnesota (Studio Arts BA –
2000) and the University of
Wisconsin (Masters of Art
Therapy - 2003).
She was recently
selected for her
art to be
featured on the
postcards for
the 2016 Fall
Saint Paul
Art Crawl.

Scratchboard art is a unique medium of art and
you are very talented at expressing your
creativity through it. For those who are
unfamiliar with this type of medium, please
explain what scratchboard art is.
Scratchboard is a medium that uses abrasive tools
(such as an Xacto knife, scalpel, sandpaper, etc.)
to remove a layer of color (often black) to expose a
contrasting color (usually white). Typically the
surface is made out of a fiber board base covered
with a layer of white clay that is then sprayed with
black India ink. Transparent colors may be added
on top of the lighter color if desired.
What are some of the advantages and
disadvantages of working with this medium?
The main advantage to working with scratchboard
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is the ability to get very fine details within the
piece of art. Since a very sharp tip of a blade is
used to "draw" you are able to fit more strokes
within a smaller area. This advantage however
can also be the disadvantage to this medium.
Since you are working with such a fine tip for
drawing, it can take hundreds of hours to
complete a piece of work.
What inspired you to become an artist? How
were you introduced to Scratchboard art?
I was inspired to become an artist because of
my Mother. When I was a child she was getting
her associates degree in graphic arts. I was
able to go along with her to many of her classes
during that time. I always remember looking at
all the art she and her classmates created
thinking that I want to do that someday. So
when it came to choosing a degree the definite

choice for me was Studio Arts. I knew that
success in the field was difficult, so I decided to
major in studio arts and minor in psychology so
that I could continue on and get my Masters in Art
Therapy. Life didn't ultimately lead me into Art
Therapy as a career, but Art was always there.

art communities (not limited to just galleries,
national exhibitions, and artists.) and also
promote membership in ISSA.
What
has
been
your
greatest
accomplishments as an artist so far and what
are your artistic inspirations going forward?
Honestly, my greatest accomplishment so far has
been this honor with your organization. Receiving
the Best in Show & recognition in two magazines
is kind of hard to beat!
Moving forward I would like to look into
endangered species and their habitats as the
focus of my art. This is still a concept that is
floating around in my head but it will make its way
to a scratchboard in the near future.
Is there anything else that you’d like to share
with our audience?
I will be participating in my second Saint Paul Art
Crawl (and second exhibit ever) on October 1416th at the Tilsner Artist Lofts.
https://www.facebook.com/Chelonidae-Artistry1086459404745731/
https://www.instagram.com/chelonidaeartistry/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/ChelonidaeArtistry?ref
=hdr_shop_menu

I was introduced to scratchboard art by seeing a
display at Blick Art Materials. Someone within the
store had taken a small, and I mean SMALL...
maybe 1"x1", sample of scratchboard and created
a profile drawing of a man. I was curious what they
had used and asked about the medium. I decided
to bring some home and try it. I have been hooked
ever since.

http://www.chelonidaeartistry.bigcartel.com/

Tell us a little bit about the International Society
of Scratchboard Artists.
The purpose of International Society of
Scratchboard Artists (ISSA) is to promote interest
and excellence in Scratchboard Art as a fine art
medium. National exhibits, workshops, and other
events will be held to encourage education in this
form of art.
ISSA also seeks to provide education and
promotion of this medium as fine art to the public,
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“Although always considered artistic since
childhood, learning to paint has come to me late
in life. Many years after an education in an
unrelated field, work, family, and travelling
with my military husband, I finally picked up a
paintbrush and realized a life-long dream. I am
a self-taught artist who has been painting for
only four years, and have found that there is so
much to learn about composition, light and
color, yet I find myself driven to paint almost
every day.”

“ I admire the style of realism and the early American “luminst” painters who so
beautifully endeavored to portray our great nation before photography became
fashionable. I am inspired to paint many different subjects and feel that I have only
just scratched the surface in my painting journey. However I have a true love for
painting animals, which undoubtedly grew from many hours spent as a child
pencil-drawing horses and other wildlife from books. It is with great pride that I
have been able to share my paintings publicly in North Carolina and appreciate
the support I have received from friends and family.”
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You are a very talented artist and your ability to paint
realistic imagery is uncanny. What initially inspired
you to pick up a paint brush and start painting?
Thank you so much. As a young girl, I had always
enjoyed pencil-drawing mostly detailed scenes of
nature and animals. Adding color through paint to
enhance the realism seemed the next logical step.
Unfortunately it took many years for me to gather the
courage to try. Now after 4 years of painting, I can’t
imagine not painting in my life.
Why is realism your favourite style of art?
The idea that a painting is so realistic that it can be
mistaken for a photograph to me is not a trivial thing.
That was in fact the goal and achievement of early
Renaissance painters – the first true Plein Air artists,
before the luxury of photography. Their art was and
still remains very important.
Realism often gets a bad rap, criticized as merely
copying or reduced to – “it might as well just be a
photograph,” which to me is very cynical. Realism is
authentic, and even romantic, it has historical
relevance and can tell a story with everyone on the
same page, there is no hidden meaning. It is also very
challenging to do, and I enjoy the preciseness of it.
Even with a photo as a reference, there are many
artistic decisions to be made. Fortunately, there is
room for all art and its many forms, ultimately not one
form has to supersede another in significance or
appeal, since there are admirers for every genre.

would you choose and why?
Probably a horse. They don’t have bad hair
days! 
What would you like to accomplish with your art?
Artistically, where do you see yourself in the next five
years?
I really just enjoy the process of painting every day, and
feel compelled to create. Right now I’m feeling pretty
accomplished when I just manage to finish a painting!
The icing on the cake is sharing my work publicly, and
with friends who encourage me, and entering local
shows. I hope I’m still painting in five years even if it’s
just for me, and I’m an eccentric little old lady in a
house filled with stacks and piles of painted canvasses.
That will be fine!
I currently have paintings on display at Art Exposure in
Hampstead NC, Eclipse at Blue Moon in Wilmington
NC, and Imagine Gallery in Lanconia, New Hampshire.
All of my paintings can be viewed on my Facebook page
at: www.facebook.com/diana.g.vincent and a
website is under construction.

Between drawing and painting, which one do you
have a greater passion for and why?
Definitely painting. Pushing paint around in attempt to
achieve the right color, tone, mood, and 3-dimensional
perspective is very challenging and satisfying, and as it
turns out a bit more complicated for me than pushing
a pencil. I’m sure I could benefit from formal
instruction, but so far the process of figuring out how
to paint has been half the fun.
You mentioned that you have a true love for painting
animals. If you could be an animal for a day, which one
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“Establish value and new definition of living creatures by
adapting elements of Visual Arts, so as to bring back
consciousness for the importance of equality in every living
creature. This also will be leading to the questions regarding
mentality and thought for any individuals and other people in
society on how to spend quality life under the same rule of
nature.”
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What is lithograph? The design is drawn or painted on the polished, or
grained, flat surface of a stone, usually Bavarian limestone, with a greasy crayon
or ink. The design is chemically fixed on the stone with a weak solution of acid
and gum Arabic. In printing, the stone is flooded with water which is absorbed
everywhere except where repelled by the greasy ink. Oil-based printer’s ink is
then rolled on the stone, which is repelled in turn by the water-soaked areas and
accepted only by the drawn design. A piece of paper is laid on the stone and it is
run through the press with light pressure, the final print showing neither a raised
nor embossed quality but lying entirely on the surface of the paper. The design
may be divided among several stones, properly registered, to produce, through
multiple printings, a lithograph in more than one color.

A transfer lithograph (French, autography) employs the same technique, but the
design is drawn on special transfer paper and is later mechanically transferred to
the stone. A zincograph is the same technique, but employing a zinc plate rather
than a stone.1
1http://www.masterworksfineart.com/educational-resources/printmaking-techniques/#2
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You are very talented and a creative print
maker, what is your artistic background and
what inspired you to pursue lithography?
Lithograph is a technique that can create
emotional need most and greatly show the shape
of the atmosphere. So the charm of the prints can
be printed in various amounts.
You mentioned that the concept behind your
work is to bring back our consciousness to the
importance of equality in every living creature.
In your opinion, how can humans integrate this
concept into their daily lives?
Animal creatures are the principle of human life.
We should recognize their importance and don’t
exploit them. My work, is a symbolic toy. We must
sympathize and be appreciative of all control, this
creates benefits to the lives of humans.

I had changed my thought, understanding and
sympathy to them for indicating the fearfulness,
imposing and also showing that they are ready
to destroy the humans. This topic will be the
question for people to realize the ignored
dangers when people are the actor, because
they can use more power or they just eliminate
these insects when they are bothered.
Conversely, can these creatures behave like
humans do?
What can we expect to see from you in the
next few years?
I will continue to create and develop a form of
art.
Is there anything else that you’d like to
share with our audience?
You can follow my art:

The laws of nature or the interconnectivity of
all living things seem to be of great
significance to you. How has this concept
influenced your life and your art?

FB: www.facebook.com/chayan.polasa
Instagram:spiderline
Email:chayan657@gmail.com
Tel +66927931621, +66821845409
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Top 3 Ways & reasons
To promote your
talents
Everyone has a talent that they possess and
that can add value not just to their world, but
potentially the overall external world as well.
Whether it's artistic ability, being a good
listener, or anything that can make people's
lives easier, talents are bountiful and many
people have multiple ones. If you're looking
for a way to promote your talents but seem
to come up short, or aren't sure how to get
out there, have a look at a few of the tips
below and start putting a plan into place.
You never know just who you might be able
to help by using something that comes so
naturally to you!

Know exactly where your talents lie
Talents come in all shapes and sizes, and some are
more obvious than others. For example, someone
who is good at art will have a pretty visible talent to
some, while someone who is known for being the
best listener there is and providing amazing advice
won't be so necessarily obvious. Talents are
everywhere though, and aren't just attributed to our
artistic or helpful sides either. Perhaps you're a whiz
at organization or planning and can put this to work
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for you and your colleagues on various corporate
team assignments or jobs, making life easier for
everyone. Now that's a talent!

Don't be shy – you never know
who will love your talent
Shyness can get in the way a lot when it comes to
promoting yourself. Perhaps you can't find the
words to explain why you should be given a
specific job on a project, or you don't know how to
say that you can do something spectacularly
because you have a talent for it. Standing up and
being heard when it comes to your unique talents
can help you share it with others, as well as help
you get specific jobs or roles in the workplace that
you enjoy doing rather than ones you struggle at.
Wouldn't that be nice? Incentive to stand up and
be heard right there!

Promote by Example
If you've got a talent that you want to market –
especially in the workplace or a particular field,
then you should always promote by example,
essentially showing what you can do with said
talent. Let's take the organization thing again – if

you want to be known for
organizing, you should have a tidy
desk, tidy computer desktop, tidy
emails and the like. People will
start to notice and think “Hey, this
is a talent I can use on X project” or
they may start asking you to help
them organize their own spaces,
earning you a good reputation as a
team player and helpful which goes
a long way in a workplace. If your
talent is in art, you could have a
framed painting you did hanging
somewhere that people will see it
and say “Hey, can you do one for
me?,” which is promotion right
there as more and more people
wmill see your work and think “I
could use one of those!”
So there you have it – three key
ways you can start getting noticed
for your talents and putting them to
work for you, either in the
workplace or in your own life.
Working to your talent is not just
admirable, but it helps you add
value to your own life and the lives
of those around you. Always
remember that a talent is
something you're already naturally
good at, so don't shy away! You
never know who you will be helping
by diving in.

____

Written by: Erin Saville
Artwork: Monique Jackson
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Record Label & Artist Agency
Promo- Lite Package: $75 USD
Choice of sending your track or album
to 4000 record labels OR Receive a
detailed email list of 2000 artist agency
contacts
PLUS
½ Page promotional ad in the upcoming
issue of Exquisite Arts Magazine

Magazine and Radio Package
Lite $75 USD
Send your track / album to 1,000 music
magazines, music blogs and radio
stations
PLUS
1/2 Page promotional ad in the
upcoming issue of Exquisite Arts
Magazine

Social Media Promo
Ultimate Package- $90 USD
Target Social Media Promotion:
Music promo to 55+ million music
fans via social media
Generic Social Media Promotion:
Music promotion to over 30 million
people of all types via social media.
(FB groups, FB pages, Twitter,
Google+, YouTube, high PR social
bookmarks.)
PLUS
1 Full Page promotional ad in the
upcoming issue of Exquisite Arts
Magazine

Live screenshots & delivery reports
are provided with each package.

More Packages Are Available – Beginning October 2016

Monthly Art Contests
Solo Art Exhibitions
Magazine Inclusion
For More
Information
International Gallery of the Arts (IGOA)

international-gallery.org
FB: facebook.com/artcompetition
Twitter/ Instagram: @igoa_talent

